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The diploma thesis The Key Moments of the Korea War and Their Reflection in the Czech Press
considers the way, how the particular Czech newspaper informed about the Korean War and its key
moments. The paper aims on four parts of the war: the invasion of North Korea in June 1950, the coastal
landing of UN forces in Incheon in September 1950, the intervention of Chinese people’s volunteer
army in November 1950 and the signing of the peace ratification in July 1953. All those events were
highly important for the development of the conflict and according to that they were covered in the
press. The Czechoslovakia was at the time part of the bloc of the countries under the influence of the
Soviet Union. The thesis uses method of historical comparative analysis to examine, how the Soviet
propaganda influenced the media content and shows the concrete examples of this on deflection of the
presented information from historical reality. The paper also compares the rate between the published
original articles and articles taken over from news agencies. The importance which those articles about
Korean War had among the other news is also compared.
